
What is the Badge  
Attendance Microapp?
The Badge Attendance Microapp is a cloud-based 
application that captures attendance in real-time  
with all transactions taking place within the Cornerstone 
OnDemand interface. The Badge Attendance Microapp 
interacts with an organization’s Cornerstone OnDemand 
portal via APIs. The tool allows instructors, supervisors, 
and learners to easily record attendance data including the 
time they check in and check out of a formal instructor-led 
session or a more informal on the job training event — an 
essential requirement for many organizations.

The Badge Attendance Microapp matches data  
on the learner’s security ID or other badge with the  
appropriate profile in Cornerstone, and either links to  
an existing registration or creates a new registration  
for any attendees that were not pre-enrolled. Once  
the attendance information is complete, instructors  
can review the list of scanned attendees and reconcile  
check in/check out data to manage any exceptions  
before submitting the roster.
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Deliver an Intuitive Experience
Provide a one-stop shop for instructors  
to record, view and edit attendance  
information.

Customize for your Organization
Customize the microapp for your specific  
workflow and add your organization’s  
branding elements.

Save Time and Resources
Reduce manual work and eliminate  
paper roster tracking.

Generate Accurate Data
Develop an automated and seamless process 
to capture attendance in real-time.

The Benefits...
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How It Works
Our software makes things simple
Before the session begins, instructors navigate to the Badge  
Attendance Microapp hosted within the Cornerstone portal and  
select the appropriate session. Once the session is selected,  
a page opens with details pertaining to the class. When attendees  
are ready to check in, they select the ‘Scan Badge’ button to scan  
their badge or they can enter their ID manually. The microapp  
has built-in functionality to accommodate for pre-registered or  
walk-in learners.

Users are displayed on the roster after the 
badge information is captured. Attendees  
can use the microapp to check out of the  
session if an organization requires this data  
and instructors can edit or remove an attendee 
from the roster. When the instructor is ready  
to submit the roster, Cornerstone APIs are  
used to transfer final attendee data to the  
Cornerstone class roster.

About Us 
Educe Group is a consulting services firm that 
helps organizations implement and manage 
technologies that enable their people to learn, 
collaborate, achieve, and be rewarded in  
the workplace.

To learn more about the  
Badge Attendance Microapp,  
please visit educegroup.com.
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